Proof. For n -1 this simply states that x + y + l>x + yŷ + 1. Let us assume that the result is true for n and establish its validity for n + 1. Since f n+1 (x, 1) = x > f n +i(x, 0) = 1, the result holds for y = 0. Let us prove it for all y by induction. Assume Λ+i(α, V + 1) > Λ+i(a, y)^y + 1; then f n+1 (x, y + 2) = f n (x, f n+1 (x, y + 1)) ^ f«+i{x, 2/ + 1) + 1 > fn+i(x, V + 1) by the assumed validity of the theorem at n. Further f n+1 (x, y + 1) > y + 1, or f n+1 (x, y + 1) ^ y + 2 by the assumption immediately above. LEMMA 1.2. For all n ^ 0, x ^ 1, αmϊ y ^ 1, /»(», y) < fjx + 1, y); hence f n (x, y) < f n (z, y) for all z > x.
Proof. Immediate for n = 0, 1 and 2. Let us now assume that we have established the theorem for n, and show then that it holds for n + 1. Since for all y f n+1 (l,y) = l and f njrl (2,y) £2 (using ./ Λ +i(2,1) = 2 and Lemma 1.1), we have the result if x -0 or x = 1. Thus let us assume & ^ 2. Now f n+1 (x, l) = α?<sc + l = / w +i(a? + 1,1) so the conclusion holds for y -1. Assume it for ^/. Then it also holds for y + 1 since f n+1 (x + l,y + l) Here we used the assumption of the lemma at n and then the assumption for y at n + 1 together with Lemma 1.1. This completes the proof. The last step follows since f nΛ1 (x, y) ^ ^/ + 1 and / % (x, «) ^ f n (x, y + 1) for any 2J ^ ^/ + 1, both by Lemma 1.1. These three lemmas will be used freely in the work below. Rather than refer to them explicitly, we shall often simply refer to the "monotonicity properties" of the f n (x, y) .
We need one further important property of the functions f n (x 9 y). In Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 in the next section, we shall need to know that f n (f n (x, k) 9 I) ^ fn(x 9 m) for some m dependent only upon k and I whenever x is sufficiently large. In Theorem 1.1 below we find that we can take m = Λ_i (&, I) . The proof of this comprises the next five lemmas and we get the companion result
f«-ι(f m (Xf V), fΛXf s)) ^ fJP, V + z)
for all m ^ n automatically in the proof. The remainder of this section is devoted exclusively to the sequence of lemmas leading to the proof of Theorem 1.1. LEMMA 1.4. For all m ^ 3 and all x, y, and z,
χ, v), /«(», *)) ^ /«(», v + z).
Proof by induction on m. In the case m -3, the lemma is immediate since / 3 (cc, y) = x y , and f 2 (x, y) is multiplication of x by y. Let us assume that the lemma is true for a fixed m (and for all x, y, and z). Under this assumption we shall prove that f m +i (x,y) 
which suffices by symmetry. First we note that since f m +ι(x, 0) = 1, we have f m+1 (x, 0) 
We now proceed by induction on y, assuming that we know the result for some y and all z f ^ y and proving it for y + 1 and all z Ξ> y + 1. We begin this verification by noting that the cases x = 0 and x = 1 satisfy the desired inequality since / m+1 (0, #) is 0 or 1 as y is odd or even, and / m+i (l, 2/) = 1 for all y, so that we may assume x ^ 2. Consider a value of^^^/ + l>0 f 1/) + /m+i(aj, 2 -1)]
Here we have used, in order, the assumption of the lemma for the fixed value m, the fact that a + b ^ a(b + 1) for all α, b ^ 1 along with the monotonicity of f m+1 (x f z) to see that f m+1 (x, y (%,z) , the monotonicity of f m (x 9 w), and finally the assumption that f m+1 (x, y) We omit the straightforward inductive proof of this lemma since it merely states that (x k ) 1 -x k ' 1 . The preceding two lemmas form the basis of an inductive proof of the two properties we desire and state explicitly in Theorem 1.1 below. The next two lemmas form the inductive parts of the proofs of each of the properties. Unfortunately, we seem to need both properties at each step in the induction, and the details become somewhat involved. LEMMA 1.6. Let n ^ 4 and x ^ 2. Assume that, for all k ^ 2 and I ^ 0, f n^( f n^( x f fc), I) ^ f n^( x f Λ_ 2 (fc, I)) and further that for all m ^ n and for all y and z
Then, for all m ^ n and for all y and z we have
Proof by induction on m. First, let us note directly from the equations f n (x, 0) = 1 and / w (l, y) -1 that the cases y = 0 and z -0 are immediate. Hence we shall assume now that both y and z are positive.
Consider the case n -m.
Here we used the first hypothesis with k -f n (x, y -1) and I = A(^, z) and then the second hypothesis, and, of course, monotonicity. Now let us assume the result for m -1 and prove it for m. As in Lemma 1.4 we shall prove the result for pairs (y, z) with z ^ y and leave the remaining case to the reader. We have already noted that the result holds for pairs (0, z). Let us now induce on y (still assuming the result for all pairs (y, z) at m -1). Assuming we have the result for all z ^ y -1 at m, we now establish the result for all pairs (y, z) with z ^ y.
Here we have used, in order, the assumption of the lemma at m -1, the fact that a + b ^ (a + 1)6, monotonicity (/ 2 (α, 6) ^ / w _ 3 (^, 6) and then / m (cc, j/ -1) < (/ m (a?, 7/)), the second hypothesis of the lemma, and monotonicity. LEMMA 1.7. Let n^4, x^2, k^2 and I ^ 0. Assume that fn-i[fn(x, V) , fn(x, «)] ^ /»(«, 1/ + «) for all y and z. Then MM*, k), I) < f n (x, f n^( k, I)) .
Proof by induction on I. If I = 0, the lemma is immediate. Assuming it for I, we now establish the case I + 1.
MM*, k), I + 1)
Here we used the assumption of the lemma at ϊ, the hypothesis with 2/ = fc and z -f n -ι{k, I), and monotonicity to see that / 2 (fc, / w _i(fc, ϊ))Λ -2 (fc, Λ_i(fc, 0).
We may now put the preceding four lemmas together into an inductive proof of the following theorem, with which we conclude our preliminary discussion of the functions f n (x, y). Proof by induction on n. Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 establish the twσ statements for n -3. In the inductive step, we assume both statements for n -1, and establish the second statement for n by Lemma 1.6. Then the first statement follows for n by Lemma 1.7.
2* The classes ^n of one-argument functions* In this section, we shall make use of iteration and a particular set of pairing functions, both due to Robinson, in defining a sequence of classes of one-argument primitive recursive functions. Let us being by stating some definitions. DEFINITION 2.1. The function f{x) is said to be defined from g{x) by iteration (more precisely, "pure iteration with no parameter beginning at 0") if /(0) = 0 and f{x
) is said to be defined by the
Here either m or n is allowed to be 0. We have used the notation x {n)
for x lf « ,x n , which we shall employ freely below. We shall make heavy use of the pairing functions J, K and L used in [7, §4] , These are defined as follows:
Here E{z) is the excess of z over a square (z -[z 1/2 ] 2 ), and [z 1 ' 2 ] is the largest integer not exceeding the square root of z. The important properties of these pairing functions are:
(
and L(z + 1) = L(z) + 1 (even in those cases in which z is not a value of J(x, j/)).
The significance of (3) is the ease with which one can obtain all the pairs (x, y),
until you reach a pair of the form (K(z -k), 0). This is used in reducing the number of arguments in recursive definitions in [7, § § 3, 4] (see Lemma 3.1 below).
Let us immediately generalize these functions J, K and L which establish a one-to-one correspondence between pairs of (nonnegative) integers and some integers. These new functions J {n) ,Mf n) , •• ,ikf 7^) will establish a correspondence between ^-tuples and some integers, and will be used heavily in § 3, especially in connection with the notion of "associate" defined there. The definitions are inductive and selfexplanatory (given our convention that x {n) means x u β 9 x n ).
MiVΛz) = L(z) .
It is immediate from these definitions that the following generalizations of (1), (2), and (3) (which will be used in § 3) hold:
). We shall use one further notation, this taken essentially from [6] . We shall write \f{x
Given the functions 0 x = (x = 0 -»1; 0)> and sgn (x) = (x -0 -* 0; 1>, we can define </(a?) = 0 -* #(#); λ(a?)> as
Hence we may note that </(«;) = 0-> βr(x); fe(ίc))> is definable from /(a?), #(#), h(x), 0 x and sgn (a;) by addition, multiplication and substitution of one-argument functions into oneargument functions. Now we have the necessary background to define the classes & n of one-argument functions. These will be defined to include the oneargument functions which we have just discussed and to be closed under the operations above as well. We make these statements more precise in Theorem 2.1 below. DEFINITION We shall say that the function f(x) is defined from h(x) and j(x)
, obtained by addition and multiplication from g(x) and h(x)
) obtained by composition, addition and multiplication. The next theorem tells us that iteration (unlimited) does not lead out of the union of the gf Λ . -This, in connection with a result of Robinson [7 Th. 3] , shows that U & n is the class of all one-argument primitive recursive functions. However, we shall obtain that corollary result a little differently at the end of the next section, so we do not state it explicitly here.
We precede the theorem with a lemma which we shall use in its proof. Proof by induction on n. For n = 2 f we merely note that h 2>k ix) -kix)Ίix).
Let us assume that h ntk (x) is in gf m for all m ^ n and all k. Then define h' n+llk (x) by:
where g n , k (x) = h n , k {(x = 0 -> 1; sc», a function in 5^m for every m^n by Theorem 2.1 (viii) and f m+1 (k + x,k + x) is in S^w + i since it results from substituting k(x) + I(x) into the basic function f m+1 (x, x) . Thus h' n+ltk (x) is in gf m for every m ^ w + 1, and Λ n+ i, fc (a0 = <X+i,*(#) = 0 -* 1; /&£ +liJfc (ίc)>, is also in ^m as desired.
THEOREM 2.3. If f(x) is defined by iteration from g{x), that is, fix) -9*(0)t and if g(x) is in
Proof. Let g(x) be less than f n+1 (x, k) , for all x ^ 2 and some k ^ 2 (by Theorem 2.2). We shall show that, for any x ^ 2 and 1/ ^ 0, flf^y) ^ Λ +1 (^, /»+i(&, a?)) where y is the maximum of y and 2. From this it will follow that f(x) = flf*(0) ^ / w+1 (2, Λ +1 (AJ, x)) 9 which is, by monotonicity, at most f n+1 (k, f n+1 (k, a?)). But f n+1 (k, x) is a oneargument function Λ(a ) in &\ +1 by the lemma. Our bounding function is then h\x), again in Sf Λ +i. Thus it suffices to show that ^^(^z) <f n+iiv, fn+i(k, x)). Here ^"'(T/) is taken to mean the function defined by g°(y) = y, g x+1 (y) = fftoW).
Now g\y) = y ^ / n+1 (^, Λ+i(fc, 0)), so let us establish our bound on 9 x (y) by induction on x. Assuming that g x (y) ^ f n+1 (y, f n +i(k, x)) for a fixed value of x and for all y, we have
= Λ+l(^, /n +1 (fc, » + 1)) .
Here we have used the first part of Theorem 1.1 and then the second part of Theorem 1.1 having noted that k = f n+1 (k, 1).
COROLLARY. The union of the classes 5f n , n ^ 2, is closed under addition, multiplication, composition of one-argument functions and iteration.
3* The classes J^ of primitive recursive functions* In this section we define classes J^n which are essentially the ^n introduced by Grzegorczyk (see the final paragraph of § 4). We shall use results of Robinson to show that, for each n ^ 2, & n is the class of all oneargument functions in ^n. In fact, we shall show that ^l is the class of all functions which have their one-argument "associates" under the pairing functions included in ^n. We shall make this precise in Definition 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 below.
We begin by defining the classes DEFINITION 3.1. For each n ^ 0, let ^ be the smallest class of functions containing the successor function S(x) 9 the zero function 0(#), the identity functions U?(x l9 •••,#") = x i9 and f n {x 9 y) which is closed under substitutions and limited recursion (see Definitions 2.1 and 2.2).
It is an immediate consequence of this definition and the monotonicity of the f n (x, y) that f n (x 9 y) can be defined by limited recursion in every class ^m where m is at least as large as n. Hence, j^~n is contained in ^~m for every m ^ n ^ 0. That this containment is proper will follow from the relation between J^ and & n to be established below. We now prove a theorem which, though it consists only in listing several functions in j^~n 9 establishes part of this relationship. Proof. We define a sequence of functions in ^n which includes the desired functions. Each definition is either by substitution or limited recursion from functions already known to be in
(see Lemma 1.3);
All the basic functions of S^w are among these. Hence we need only show that ^" n is closed under the operations used in defining gf\ to complete the proof. But this is immediate since the addition and multiplication functions are in J^n and it is closed under substitution and limited recursion.
We wish to show that ^ n is precisely the class of all one-argument functions in J?~n. In fact, we shall show that j^~n is just the class of all functions which can be obtained from ^ n by use of the pairing functions alone. A critical step in this process is the replacement of definition by limited recursion with definition by its special case, limited iteration. The replacement of primitive recursion by iteration was carried out in [7, § §3 and 4] following earlier work by Peter. We modify that replacement slightly so that it will yield immediate bounds on the functions in question and thus apply to the limited recursions and iterations we are using. Lemma 3.1 follows [7] directly, but we include it here for completeness and for notational convenience. Lemma 3.2 differs slightly from Robinson's work; the difference is introduced so that the f\z) we obtain can be expressed in terms of the original function for all values of z, thus keeping the bound on f{z) for all z. LEMMA 
Let f(x {n \ y) be defined by primitive recursion from g(x {n)
) and h (x {n) , y, z): , 0) as g (x {n) ). In the latter case the result follows by induction and an observation that, by property (3') of the pairing functions, Ml n+1) (z+l) -Ml n+1) {z) for all 1 g i ^ n and M^iz + 1) -1 -M&Πz).
LEMMA 3.2. Let F(z) be defined by primitive recursion:
L{f(z))y where f(z) is defined by pure iteration, namely:
Proof. First we define .F'(z), a function which agrees with F(z) except when z -0:^'
Then we note that f\z) -J(z, F'(z)) as desired.
These two lemmas combine into the following general theorem. THEOREM 
Let f(x {n \ y) be defined by primitive recursion from g(x {n) ) and h(x {n) , y, z), where n is any nonnegative integer (possibly zero). Then there is a function f'(z) such that
and hence
Now we are prepared to prove the two theorems which relate the classes j^~n and ^n.
We begin with the definition of an associate of a function. DEFINITION 
The function g(x {m)
) is called the m-argument associate of the function f{x {n)
Let us note two important facts about associates. First, if g(x {m) ) is an associate of f(x {n) ) it must be the function
Thus there is at most one m-argument associate of any given nargument function. However, there need not be any. For example, the one-argument function f{x) -x does not have a 2-argument associate. For, assuming that g{x, y) is an associate, we have by the above that
In particular ), 1 î ^ n, and h(x {n) ) are associates of functions g*(x) and h* (x) 
is an associate of f*(x) = h*{J^{g*{x),.**,g~t{x))).
But /*(α?) is in & k by Theorem 2.1 (vii) and closure under substitutions. Now let us turn to recursion. Assume g(x [n) ) and h(x {n \ y, z) are associates of functions g*(x) and h*(x) in & k , and let f(x {n \ y) be defined from g (x {n) ) and h(x {n \ y y z) by primitive recursion. By Theorem
(α?))>, where the function /'(x) is defined by pure iteration from H"{w) as described in the theorem. But H"(w) is in ^A, as we now show. It will be in ^k if H '(K(w) Hence H"(w) is in & k so that an application of Theorem 2.3 shows that f'(x) is in 2^f e+1 . But then f*(x) is also in & k+1 as desired.
We have now only to show closure of the associates of ^k under limited recursion. To do so, we reason as follows. If, in fact, f '(x) is bounded by some function in <& k , then f(x) and hence /*(#) will also be in gf k . But exactly this is the case if f(x {n \ y) is defined by limited recursion with a bounding function with an associate, say j*(x), in gffc. For then f(x) ^ J (x, j*{x) (x {k) ) into f(x) by the remarks following the definition of asssociate. Since _î s closed under substitutions by definition, all these associates are in +β\. To prove the converse, we note that, by Theorem 3.3, it suffices to show that the basic functions of ^~n are associates of functions in Λ . This is obvious for all the basic functions except f n (x, y), and we shall prove that f n (x, y) has an associate in & n by induction on n. We first observe that the function K(x)-L(x) is an associate of f 2 (x, y) which is in ^2, so that the result holds for n -2. The inductive step follows from Theorem 3.3 since f n+1 (x, y) is defined from l(x) and h(x, y, z) = f n (Ul(x, y, z) , Ui{x, y, z) ) by primitive recursion.
We conclude this section with three corollaries which spell out the relationship of the classes 5^' n9 J^n, and the class of all primitive recursive functions. 
Then we define if" as the smallest class of functions containing S(x) 9 0(x), Ui{x u ••-,»") and g n (x 9 y) which is closed under substitutions and limited recursion.
We have written g n (x, y) for the function which Grzegorczyk denoted by f n (y, x) 9 and have trivially modified the list of basic functions of if % (Grzegorczyk observed that it was sufficient to take S(x) 9 Uι(x 9 y) and Uξ(x,y) as basic since 0(#) and U?(x l9 •••,«*) could be defined from these by substitutions).
Let us include for reference a list of monotonicity properties of the g n (x 9 y) which were established in [4, p. 28] , We shall use these frequently below in relating f n (x, y) to g n (x 9 y), and refer to them simply as " [4, p. 28] ".
(1) gΛ®, y) > x tor n^2 (2 ) g n (x 9 y + 1) > g n (x 9 y) for n ^ 1 (3) g n (x + l,y)> g n (x,y) tor n^O.
Each inequality is easily proved from the definitions. Now let us prove a lemma to be used in relating ^n and if. The first assertion of the lemma was noted and used by Grzegorczyk in the case n -3 [4, p. 29] and by Axt for all n ^ 3 [2, p. 58] . Further, f n (x, y) < g n (x, y) for every n ^ 2, x, y ^ 0.
Proof. A completely straightforward induction on z establishes the identity h n (h n (x, y), z) = h n (x, y + z) for all x, y and z. Then another straightforward induction on y establishes that g n (x, y) -h n {x, 2 y ) completing the first part of the lemma. Turning to the second assertion, we observe that f 2 (x, y) < g 2 (x, y) is immediate. Let us assume now that n ^ 3. In case x -0, we have / n (0, 0) = 1 < flr Λ _ 1 (l, 1) = flr w (0, 0), by [4, P. 28] . Further / n (0, y + 1) ^ 1< g n (0 9 y + 1) by another application of [4 ? p. 28] . In case x -1, we have / n (l, #) = 1 < ^(1,1) -g n (0, 0) < (/. (I, y) by [4, p. 28 ]. Thus we need to establish f n (x, y) ^ g n (χ, y) only for n Ξ> 3, a? ^ 2. In these cases we shall in fact show that f n (x, y)<K(x,y)<g n (x,y) .
That K(x,y)<g n (x,y) follows immediately from the definition of h n (x, y), the property ( [4, p. 28] ) that g n _ x (x 9 y) > x and the first part of this lemma. To see that f n (x, y) < h n (x y y) we proceed inductively on y assuming that we already have f n^( x 9 y) < g n -i(x, y). We begin by noting that h n (x, y)^x by induction on y. Now f n (x, 0) = 1 < h n (x, 0), and then This completes our proof. Now we establish the equality of g" w and J^.
THEOREM 4.1. For every n^0, ^" % = g"\
